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CLIMATE CHANGE AND YOU 
Giacovelli’s First English Writing Competition - Winners get published! 

Giacovelli International Editons is excited to announce its first writing contest. We invite 
writers of all ages and backgrounds to participate in this thought-provoking contest, offering 
you the opportunity to engage in the creation of an unpublished story and see it published for 
free in a dedicated book. 

REQUIREMENTS AND CONDITIONS 
The competition is open and free to individuals who have reached the age of eighteen or 
above by the submission deadline. Entrants are permitted to participate with a single 
unpublished work. By submitting your work, you affirm that you hold the copyright to the 
submitted piece, and you grant Giacovelli International Editions the right to publish your 
work in the dedicated book. 

THEME 
"How has climate change impacted your life on a scale of hotter summers to 
hurricanes?"

Climate change, a pervasive force shaping our world, has woven itself into the fabric of our 
lives. This theme invites writers to reflect on personal experiences, witnessing the tangible and 
intangible impacts of climate change. From the silent agony of prolonged droughts, casting 
arid shadows over once-thriving landscapes, to the visceral chaos unleashed by natural 
disasters, entrants are encouraged to weave narratives that resonate with authenticity. Writers 
are challenged to illuminate the intricate ways in which climate change has touched their 
lives. 

SUBMISSION AND DEADLINE 
Entries should be submitted electronically via the form available. Include your full name, 
contact information, and a brief bio along with your submission. 
Deadline 30 settembre 2024.

PRIZES 
Stories will be evaluated by a jury appointed by the publishing house. Giacovelli International 
Editions has the right to change the composition of the jury at any time without having to 
communicate to the participants. The jury will assess the stories based on creativity, narrative 
style, and the development of the proposed theme. A ranking will then be compiled.  
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The winner will be awarded by Giacovelli International Editions with the publication, signed 
in the name of the author, of a book exclusively dedicated. The winner will be gifted a copy of 
the same publication. 
 
By participating in the contest, the author assigns all rights to the submitted work to Giacovelli 
Internaional Editions, which may publish it, even subsequently. Each author cannot claim any 
rights to the published works, and all subsequent and possible uses of the published stories 
must be authorized by Giacovelli International Editions. 
 
Participation in the contest implies full acceptance of this regulation. Authors will be directly 
responsible for any plagiarism or false statements. The organization reserves the right to 
provide further information if necessary. 
 
Instagram: @giacovelli_international_ed 
Info and submissions: www.giacovelliinternationaleditions.com 


